ABSTRACT It is well acknowledged that the functional near-infrared spectroscopic (fNIRS) imaging of brain functions can be quantitatively enhanced by diffuse optical tomography (DOT). Unlike the widelyused conventional optical topography (optical mapping), an fNIRS-DOT instrument needs to possess both high sensitivity and large dynamic-range so that measurements at multiple source-detector separations are reliably and synchronously collected for improved depth-resolution, quantitation, and superficial signal reduction, the performances particularly crucial to the occipital cortex probing. For the goal, we implemented a novel 3-wavelength, 240-channel (20 sources and 12 detectors) continuous-wave fNIRS-DOT instrument. The system features the square-wave modulation lock-in photon-counting scheme that combines the multichannel parallelization of the lock-in detection, the ultra-high sensitivity, and unprecedented dynamic-range of the photon-counting technique, as well as the reduced complexity of the hardware architecture. We have systematically investigated the key specifications of the instrument such as the detection linearity, stability, channel crosstalks and so on, under the practically-viable conditions of the incident power and signal-to-noise ratio, and accordingly proposed wavelength-switched multiple-field illumination paradigms for both the nonoverlapping and overlapping DOT measurements, respectively. Finally, DOT experiments using the semithree-dimensional image reconstruction has been conducted on a phantom with a practically low-contrasted and deep-sit absorption target, to evaluate the overall imaging performance of the system and to demonstrate the superiority of the model-based image reconstruction over the topographical mapping.
I. INTRODUCTION
Functional near-infrared spectroscopic (fNIRS) imaging mainly originates from the Jobsis' research that near-infrared photons can penetrate several centimeters through tissue and still be detected [1] . This technique is specifically suitable for functional neuroimaging due to the neural and hemodynamic coupling mechanism, where backscattered fNIRS signals from beneath the brain surface, including skin,
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skull and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) layers, are measured at multi-wavelengths to recover the temporal changes of oxy-hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxy-hemoglobin (Hb) concentrations and further to quantitatively analyze the cortical hemodynamic response to neural activation [2] - [4] . Over the other neuroimaging modalities such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET), electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetencephalography (MEG), fNIRS-imaging possesses concurrent advantages of non-invasiveness, high temporal resolution, experimental flexibility, electromagnetic VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ immunity, and long-time measurement [5] , and is increasingly applied in cognitive and clinical neuroscience tasks in a daily environment, e.g., localizing the activations of motor, cognitive, language and visual cortex [6] - [9] , diagnosing the neurological and psychological disorders [10] - [12] , and developing fNIRS-based brain-computer-interfaces (BCIs) [13] - [15] . There are fundamentally three modes of fNIRS-imaging system: time-resolved, frequency-domain and continuouswave (CW) [2] , [3] . Although the former two in principle are capable of assessing the absolute optical properties in tissue, most fNIRS-imaging systems are CW-based, majorly due to two reasons: 1) a CW system are simple in instrumentation and fast in measurement; 2) fNIRS-imaging is most commonly used as a trend monitor and only concerns changes in HbO and Hb concentrations [3] . Primarily, fNIRS-imaging is being accomplished by either the modified-Beer-Lambert-law based optical topography (OT) or the photon-migration-model based diffuse optical tomography (DOT), referred to as fNIRS-OT and -DOT, respectively. Compared to fNIRS-OT that is mathematically robust to topologically provide a less quantitative two-dimensional (2D) hemodynamic map over the domain surface, fNIRS-DOT is more physically consistent to revealing three-dimensional (3D) hemodynamics within the domain and therefore offers the potential to significantly improve the spatial resolution and quantitative accuracy [2] - [4] . However, a successful implementation of fNIRS-DOT relies on many prerequisites, both in instrumentation and algorithm. On the instrumentation side, it is required that the imaging domain is overlappingly sampled by a high-density source-detector array to acquire dense spatial data sets at multiple source-detector separations as well as at multiple wavelengths, and accordingly a high-sensitivity and large-dynamic-range detection technique and a parallel measurement strategy must be designed to achieve acceptable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and temporal resolution [3] , [4] , [16] . On the algorithm side, it is desired that some regularization strategies are applied to mitigate the increased illposedness of the inversion and computation burden due to the 3D reconstruction [3] , [4] , [16] .
A wide variety of CW fNIRS-imaging devices have already been commercially available, with their complexity ranging from few sources and detectors suitable to image certain brain regions to high-density (HD) optodes covering whole head [2] , [3] . Although devices using sensor patches with integrated components are rapidly advancing towards wireless implementation, most HD systems use opticalfibers-based optodes and flexible head-caps for adaptation to individual subject. Normally, these devices equipped with low power light-emitting-diode (LED) or laserdiode (LD) sources at multiple near-infrared wavelengths and photodiode (PD), avalanche-photodiode (APD) or photomultiplier-tube (PMT) detectors, and adopt either frequency-or code-multiplexing method (or their mixture with time-multiplexing) for distinguishing signals from different emitters and different wavelengths and increasing sampling rate [3] . The systems working with analogmode APDs/PMTs can achieve high sensitivity but has a moderate dynamic range of ∼ 60 dB [17] . Both the sensitivity and dynamic range can be significantly enhanced by the photon counting detection, an effective technique used to detect extremely-low-light at a high dynamic range of >100 dB (approximately decided by the ratio of the saturation linear count rate to the dark count rate of the detector) and therefore provide design commitment for adaption of fNIRS instrumentation to DOT implementation as well as its performance optimization for the specific needs of the particular applications, such as investigation of occipital region and development of fast BCIs, etc.. Nevertheless, some parallelization strategy could be extended to this discrete mode to ensure a reasonably high temporal resolution, with its feasibility demonstrated in the lock-in photon-counting detection [18] , [19] .
To this end, ahigh-sensitive and large dynamic prototype CW fNIRS-DOT system is developed in this work, based on the square-wave modulation lock-in photoncounting technique. The instrument possesses 3-wavelengths (785nm, 808nm and 830nm) and 240-channels (20sources × 12detectors), with each channel achieved with a source of 3-wavelengh LDs, aPMT counting head, and a lock-in photon-counting demodulator of60 digital-phase-detection (PSD) blocks. The design offers frequency-divisionmultiplexing (FDM) based parallelization of the illumination source and photon-counting based ultrahigh sensitivity of the optical detection. Wehave performed a systematic assessment of the system performances under the practically-viable conditions of the incident power and signal-to-noise ratio, most importantly, thechannel crosstalks -a crucial factor that affects the system parallelization, and accordingly proposed wavelength-switched-multiple-field (WSMF) illumination paradigms for non-overlapping and overlapping measurements, respectively. For evaluation of the overall system performance, DOT experiments have been comparatively conducted on a phantom embedding a practically lowcontrasted and deep-sit absorption target, using WSMF illumination paradigm based on non-overlapping and overlapping array, where the topographic absorption-change images over a layer of interest (e.g. the gray layer) were reconstructed using the semi-3D algorithm [20] . The results demonstrate the ability of the system to accurately quantify and localize the target at reasonable time resolution. Also, wehave discussed the ability of the full-3D tomographic scheme to locate and quantify a target using channels with multiple source-detector separations.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
As sketched in Fig. 1 , a highlight in the developed threewavelength multi-channel CW fNIRS-imaging instrument is the introduction of the lock-in photon-counting technique for a balance among the measurement sensitivity, dynamicrange and temporal resolution, which are three key factors to the high-density fNIRS-DOT implementation. The instrument possesses S (=20) source-optodes and D (=12) detection-optodes. A source-optode bundles W (=3) singlemode fibers with a core diameter of 9-µm and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22, connecting to three small power (∼10mW) fiber-tailed LDs at λ 1 (=785 nm ), λ 2 (=808 nm) and λ 3 (=830 nm) wavelengths (Lightsensing, China), respectively. The combination of these wavelengths is widely considered to be optimal for resolving in-vivo changes of hemoglobin [21] - [26] . Corresponding, a constant current source module with K (=S×W=60) digitally switchable driver is designed with a bipolar type LD driver ICs (ELM185xB, ELM Technology, Japan) as core components for driving the LDs with functions of stability maintenance, intensity adjustment and modulation. A detection-optode is composed of a single multiple-mode fiber with a core diameter of 500-µm and NA=0.37, entering to a PMT photoncounting head (H10682-01, Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan), which has a count linearity of 5.0×10 6 /s and a dark count of 600/s, and thereby a limit dynamic range of ∼108 dB. Corresponding to this, a 12-demodulator lock-in photoncounting module is designed based on a field-programmablegate-array (FPGA) develop kit (DE10, ALTERA), with each demodulator consisting of 60 PSD blocks for a fully parallel demodulation of the 60 signals at a detection position, which originate from the LD illumination of 3 wavelengths at the 20 source positions. The control module is also implemented with the same FPGA, providing modulation signals, timesequencing, light intensity adjustment and data communication with the instrument computer, which sends the working parameters to and receives the data from the system through LabVIEW programming (National Instruments), as well as reconstructs the images through Matlab programming (MathWorks).
According to the anatomical structure and the optical properties (absorption and scattering) of an adult head, the near infrared light propagation physics decides a source-detector separation of above 30 mm to explore cerebral cortex. The photons would scatter many times and migrate along random paths before being probed by a detector, making the signal very faint. While photon counting is widely accepted as a photoelectric detection mode with ultra-high sensitivity, it has relatively low temporal resolution that is majorly limited by the output electronic pulse width of the PMT photon-counting heads and also by the acceptable SNR of the detected signals for DOT image reconstruction. For a complete measurement of weak light at multiple positions for multiple illuminations, as required in fNIRS-DOT, incorporation of a lock-in technique into the photon-counting detection would enable parallelization of the data-acquisition and therefore substantially increase the temporal resolution to a maximum of that for a single-stimulation collection. As a common knowledge, the lock-in detection also reduces the effect of electrical noise and ambient light [18] , [19] , [27] .
The workflow of the instrument is elaborated as follows: firstly, the working parameters, majorly including source-detector array configuration, illumination paradigm, integration-time (T int ) and sampling-period (T s ), are transmitted for system setting. Then, the light intensities of the sources are automatically regulated in terms of the sourcedetector array configuration. Upon being triggered, the lockin photon-counting processes are temporally sequenced for acquiring a complete frame of the data sets, according to a preset illumination paradigm, i.e., non-overlappingor overlapping-WSMF. Finally, the data are sent to the instrument computer for image reconstruction.
A. SQUARE-WAVE MODULATION AND FREQUENCY SELECTION
Although the sine-wave modulation scheme can give lockin detection an optimal performance in terms of the sensitivity and crosstalk suppression, its implementation has high requirements for the purity of the modulation signals and the modulation linearity of the LD sources. To reduce the system complexity, the square-wave modulation scheme is adopted in this system for the FDM of the sources. In this scheme, the 60 LDs are switched ''ON'' and ''OFF'' by the 60 square-wave modulation signals with a duty cycle of 50% at distinct frequencies, respectively, and meanwhile they are sent to the lock-in photon-counting module as the reference signals of ''± 1'' weights for demodulation. Since only digital operations are involved in the demodulation process, no nonlinearity error would be introduced, and more importantly, the PSD hardware greatly simplified.
Unlike the sine-wave modulation, frequency selection in the square-wave modulation scheme is a key point. Since, by the Fourier analysis, a square-wave signal with a duty cycle of 50% at a lower frequency is composed of the odd harmonics with their amplitudes decaying by 1/(2n − 1) (n is the harmonic order), the square-wave modulation signal at a higher frequency should be carefully decided to assure that it does not markedly correlates with the lower frequency VOLUME 7, 2019 signals, i.e., the frequencies of the higher frequency signals do not at least coincide with those of the lowest (3rd and/ or 5th) order harmonics of the lower frequency signals. With consideration of the harmonic correlation effects as well as the maximum working frequency of the LD driver IC (ELM185xB), i.e., ∼20 kHz, the 60 modulation frequencies used in the system, f (s,w) , are chosen with spacing of 200 Hz, in range of 6.0-17.8 kHz.
B. LOCK-IN PHOTON-COUNTING
The lock-in photon-counting detection is adopted to enable simultaneous multi-wavelength and multi-point illumination, and primarily implemented by the PSD blocks in the system. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (a) , each PMT-connected demodulator (with regards to a detection position) in the lock-in photoncounting module is configured with K (=60) PSD blocks to maximally discriminate the component signals at the 60 modulation frequencies (with regards to all the source positions and wavelengths), respectively, from the received composite light signal, which is naturally expressed as superposition of all the square-wave components
where
. , D) indexes the detectors and (s,w) d
(t) denotes the component signal originating from the s-th source position at the w-th wavelength, i.e., indexes the intensity and the initial time-shift, respectively.
In response to a component signal with a specific modulation frequency, the PMT photon-counting head actually outputs the single-electron response (SER) pulses, with an occurrence probability per unit infinitesimal period, P
, which is proportional to the instantaneous intensity of the signal. The demodulation of the component signal for acquiring its intensity is achieved by the multi-periodic reference-weighted counting (RWC) strategy in the PSD block, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , where the reference weights at the time of the PMT-SERs output are accumulated for multiple periods.
To eliminate the initial time-shift uncertainty of the signal, a quadrature demodulation scheme is introduced that employs a pair of parallel accumulators to perform the RWC operations with the in-phase and quadrature reference signals, I (s,w) (t) and Q (s,w) (t)(90 • phase shift), respectively. While these two reference signals originate from the unipolar modulation signal at the same frequency, they are mathematically regarded as bipolar square-wave of ''±1'' weights in the RWC operations, and can be expressed in terms of the following Fourier series
In the discrete regime such as photon counting, the RWC in the digital PSD is mathematically equivalent to the multiplication-integration operations in the conventional analog PSD, where, depending on the reference phase of the PMT-SER occurrences, operation of adding ''1'' or subtracting ''1'' is conducted (multiplication) for multiple periods (integration), as illustrated in Fig. 3 .
With consideration of the afore-mentioned frequency selection, the RWC process for acquiring the two weighted 
Configuration of the source-detector array has a direct impact on the spatial resolution and quantitative performance. As shown in Fig. 4 , two source-detector array configurations have been employed for non-overlapping and overlapping measurements, respectively.
Application of the non-overlapping configuration with a simple single-grid structure is prevalent in traditional fNIRS-OT [28] . It uses only the 1st nearest neighbor (NN) channels with a single source-detector separation of 30 mm, and therefore can potentially work in a parallel illumination paradigm with negligible channel crosstalks to achieve a high temporal resolution. But, due to sparsity of the sourcedetector array and incompleteness of the dataset, this configuration intrinsically leads to poor imaging performances in quantitativeness and spatial resolution. On the contrary, the overlapping configuration employs a complex dual-grid structure and works with the 1st-3rd NN channels that have different source-detector separations of 13.4 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm, respectively [29] . The configuration can provide a complete dataset requested by fNIRS-DOT for improved image quality. It, however, inevitably suffers from conspicuous channel crosstalks, and in most cases has to work in a multiple-field illumination paradigm at a degraded temporal resolution.
D. AUTO-REGULATION OF LIGHT INTENSITY
It is a common knowledge the practically-viable intensities of the sources depend on both the linear incidence range (saturation counting limit) of the detectors and the maximal irradiation limit for the biological tissue safety. To maintain the above conditions while achieving high SNRs of the detected signals, a function for auto-regulation of the light intensity is necessary to an optimized performance of the system, and implemented in the LD drivers by adjusting the operating current via a digital potentiometer (AD5259, Analog Devices Inc.), whose resistance can be programmed in a range of 0∼5 k at a step of 20 , corresponding to a LD power range of 1∼5 mW. Specific to the employed source-detector array configuration, the different auto-regulation procedures are devised with the criteria that the total photon count-rate at a selected detector should be equally contributed from its illumination sources in the associated most NN channels. i.e., the 1st NN channels for the non-overlapping configuration and the 1st or 2nd NN channels for the overlapping configuration, respectively.
Besides, an overload protection function is designed in the software and hardware to ensure the PMT safety in the auto-regulation process: the maximum intensity threshold in software and power-off protection in hardware.
III. TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION
In general, the model-based tomographic reconstruction firstly discretizes the domain under consideration, , into voxels (with N nodes), based on which the diffusion equation is numerically solved using the finite-element method (FEM) as the forward model. By optimizing the difference between the measurements from channels of multiple source-detector separations and the corresponding forward predictions as a whole, the spatial distributions of the changes in optical properties within the domain are recovered [30] . Regarding to the task in this work, a linear Born approximation approach is employed to reconstruct the absorption perturbation. The intrinsic 3D inversion can be cast as a solution to the VOLUME 7, 2019 following matrix equation
where y = denoting the task and rest intensities at the d-th detector site for the s-th source illumination, respectively. δµ a lists the absorption changes at the N nodes between the rest and task states. J is the sensitivity matrix with its elements calculated as In the fNIRS regime, a semi-3D DOT algorithm can be developed instead of the above full-3D one to mitigate the inversion ill-posedness [20] , where the absorption changes along the within skin-skull as well as the gray-matter layers can be reasonably assumed invariant along the depth (Z-direction), and the full 3D inversion procedure reduces to a layered 2D form over the cross-sectional domain xy with N xy node number y = J ] T represent the 2D distributions of the cross-sectional absorption changes over the skinskull layer and gray-matter layer, respectively, and their twodimensional (2D) sensitive matrices, J skull 2D and J gray 2D , can be calculated by integrating the 3D one along the corresponding depths of the each layers [20] , [31] , [32] , i.e.
where ν ∈ ''skull , ''gray and N xy is number of the 2D nodes over the layers. Equations (5) and (7) can be solved by either the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) or the regularized least-squares (LS) optimization [30] .
IV. EVALUATIONS OF STSTEM PERFORMANCES
Phantom experiments were firstly conducted for the assessment of the key system performances including the linearity, stability and cross-talks, with the aims of figuring out the optimal operating conditions and measuring configurations to quantify weakly-contrasted absorption changes [33] . Further, the overall imaging ability of the system were experimentally evaluated with the WSMF illumination paradigm for different d and target con-
a , where µ (T ) a is the absorption coefficient of the target. As a target, the cylindrical hole with a diameter of 15 mm was filled with higher absorption-contrasted intralipid-india-ink solution.
A. LINEARITY
The detection linearity at different wavelength was experimentally assessed to verify the validity of the lock-in photoncounting scheme based on square-wave modulation. The S1-D5 channel (2nd NN), as shown in Fig. 4(b) , whose source-detector separation was generally considered to probe the cerebral cortex excitation effectively. The output voltage of a PD detector was used to rate the light intensity of S1-LD under different operating currents, for each of which the photon counts demodulated in the referenced PSD block of the D5-PMT lock-in demodulator, all at T int = 1000 ms. The LD at different wavelengths illuminated sequentially each irradiation location. In order to ensure the credibility of the experiment, the average of 10 repeated measurements was calculated for an improved precision. Fig. 6 plots the demodulated photon counts as a function of the light intensity (PD output). The linear regression analysis (red solid line) of the experimental data shows that the lockin photon-counting scheme can achieve an excellent detection linearity with the correlation coefficient (CC) of >0.993, and the dynamic range of the LD intensity of >6, for the three working wavelengths.
B. STABILITY
It is crucial for all the LDs to secure a long stable operation with the constant current source module. For evaluating stability of the LDs under different light intensities, a series of experiments were conducted at the three wavelengths, using the 2nd NN channel, S1-D5. A metric, referred to as the fluctuation, is defined as a function of the sampling serial number, i, for the performance quantitation
where photon(i) is the demodulated photon counts at the i-th sampling, and mean[photon(i)] calculates the average of all the 60 repeatedly demodulated photon counts. After warm-up of the system for about 1 hour, the light intensity of the LD was sampled at an interval of 1 min for one hour, all with T int = 1000 ms. Figure 7 illustrates the box-plots of the fluctuations for different illumination intensities (PD outputs). It is shown that the photon counts at the three working wavelengths fluctuate within 1% during one hour period.
C. CROSSTALKS
Although the modulation frequencies have been carefully selected to prevent the interference of higher-order harmonics of a lower frequency signal to a higher frequency signal, the channel cross-talks are still inevitable largely due to the imperfection of the square-wave modulation signals, various noises as well the pulse stacking. The destructive effect of the channel crosstalks is mainly on implementation of the parallel measurement.
To assess this performance, the overlapping ource-detector array configuration is employed, where, as shown in Fig. 8(a) , photon counts are evaluated in one of the 2nd NN channels, S3-D7, firstly with only the reference illumination, S3, and then with the interference illuminations, i.e., S4, S7, S10, S12, S15, S18 and S19, successively added, noted as Scenario No. 1-8, respectively. For each illumination scenario, the measurements were repeated for 100 times at 785 nm only, all with T int = 1000 ms. The coefficient of variation (CV) is defined below as the quantitative measure
CV = std[photon(i)] mean[photon(i)]
× 100% (10) VOLUME 7, 2019 
where std[photon(i)] and mean[photon(i)]
calculate the standard deviation and average count of the 100 repeated measurements, respectively. In order to quantitatively assess the influence of the channel cross-talks on the imaging performance, an additional experiment was conducted on the phantom with a practically viable target of C a = 1.1 placed at the sampling point (midway point) of the 2nd NN channel, S3-D7, and the reference perturbation (RP) is used to measure the intensity variation due to the target, i.e.,
where photon bg (i) and photon tg (i) denote the i-th demodulated photon counts in S3-D7 channel for the background and target phantoms, respectively. mean[photon bg (i)] and mean[photon tg (i)] calculate the average photon count of the 30 repeated measurements for the difference background and target phantom, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , the RPs with different target depths of d = 8, 10 and 12 mm are compared with CVs for the 8 illumination scenarios.
Since it is possible to detect a target only when RP is greater than CV, the observation of the crosstalk assessment provides a reference for selecting a suitable illumination scheme as well as for determining the depth limits of imaging.
V. IMAGING PERFORMANCE FOR DOT A. ILLUMINATION PARADIGM
It is clearly understood from the above assessment that the channel crosstalks bear directly on the illumination scheme and the imaging depth. With consideration of the crosstalk performance, two WSMF illumination paradigms are proposed for the non-overlapping and overlapping sourcedetector array configurations, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9 , with the former progressively covering all the 1st NN channels with two fields and the latter covering all the 1st and 2nd NN channels with eight fields. Both the paradigms follow a criterion that a detector in each field is associated with only two active channels to balance the detection sensitivity, time resolution and imaging depth. 
B. PHANTOM VALIDATIONS
The overall imaging performance was experimentally evaluated on the phantom described above, where, at a time, one target-emulating hole was imaged for accessing the sensitivity and quantitativeness of the methodology with low contrasts of C a = 1.1 and C a = 1.2, as well as for confirming the dynamic-range of the instrumentation as using multiple NN channels. A semi-3D DOT algorithm was employed for image reconstruction, where the diffusion equation was solved by the FEM within the phantom volume just above the source-detector array, as the light-propagation model, and a 2D image recovered that integrates the absorption perturbation along the single gray-matter-emulating layer depth (extend upward by 10 mm from the hole bottom). The horizontal profiles passing through the target centers, i.e., the X-profiles, of the images were also presented to compare the reconstructions with different source-detector array configurations. As illustrated in Fig. 10 , the results demonstrate that the system can reliably distinguish a practically contrasted target (C a = 1.1), even using T int = 50 ms. The above results were further quantified using the Quantitativeness (Q), Spatial Resolution (SR) and Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR), introduced as follows
VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Quantitative assessments for the reconstructed images using the non-overlapping and overlapping measurement with target contrasts of (a) C a = 1.2 and (b) C a = 1.1.
where, mean[ δµ a (r)| r ∈ T ] is the average of the reconstructed absorption change in the target region; FWHM denotes the full width at half maximum of the reconstructed target in the X-profile and D is the diameter of the target hole; mean[ δµ a (r)| r ∈ B ] and std[ δµ a (r)| r ∈ B ] calculate the average and standard deviation of the changes in the background region, respectively. Roughly, Q is employed as an indicator quantitative accuracy of the reconstructed targets, SR implies the reconstruction spatial resolution, and CNR is defined as a criterion for evaluating the contrast between the reconstructed target and background, i.e., the target visuality. The three measures calculated for the above reconstructed images are illustrated in Fig. 11 . From the calculations, following observations are summarized: Firstly, for the same C a , Q values show a decreasing trend with the increase in d, indicating that the signal perturbation is getting weaker with the d increasing; Secondly, for the same d, Q decreases with the C a increasing, demonstrating the saturation effect of DOT reconstruction on increasingly contrasted target as previously observed [34] ; Finally, in terms of Q and SR measures, the overlapping measurement is overwhelmingly superior to the non-overlapping one. Some unstable trends of CNR are observed which can be ascribed to the low ratio of RP to CV.
VI. DISCUSSIONS
Some topics need to be further addressed with regards to the optical property uncertainty of the phantom, advanced application of the proposed illumination paradigms and practical realization, devoting to balancing the temporal resolution, information enrichment and measurement instantaneity.
A. INFLUENCE OF OPTICAL PROPERTY UNCERTAINTY
It is a rare scenario in practice that the background (baseline) optical properties can be accurately determined. To assess effect of this uncertainty on the reconstruction quality, the semi-3D DOT reconstructions using the above dataset for the case of (d = 10mm, T int = 50 ms, λ = 785 nm, and C a = 1.1) are performed, as illustrated in Fig. 12 , with ± 50% deviation in the background optical properties, and compared to that with the exact optical properties.
The results show that the background optical parameters deviation has a marginal effect on location but an evident FIGURE 14. An illumination paradigm using overlapping source-detector array for simultaneously sampling 1st -3rd NN channels.
effect on quantification of the absorption changes. Nevertheless, a reasonable conjecture can be deduced that the methodology and system has the capacity to identify the faint nerve excitation even subjects with quite different background optical properties.
B. UTILIZIATION OF MULTIPLE NN CHANNELS
The effective depth of detection varies in terms of different source-detector separations that probe different brain-layers. In practice, the 2nd NN channels have been playing a more important role in neuroimaging, benefitting from reasonable SNR and effective detection depth concerning the cerebral layer. In the above experiments, the semi-3D DOT algorithm that uses only the 2nd NN channel data is developed to significantly reduce the unknowns by incorporating the priori information on the activation layer position as well as assumption that the absorption perturbation is invariant along the depth direction. Nevertheless, many studies suggest that the taskrelated hemodynamics and physiological noises may induce the absorption perturbation in the scalp in addition to the cerebral cortex (gray matter) [35] , [36] . In view of this fact, it is necessary to extend the proposed semi-3D algorithm for the double layer reconstruction or develop a full-3D method that enables depth resolution [32] , [37] .
For a proof-of-concept demonstration of the full-3D algorithm, the reconstructions (d = 8mm, T int = 50 ms λ = 785 nm, and C a = 1.1) using only the 2nd NN channel data and both the 1st and 2nd NN channel data were comparatively performed using the L 1 -norm regularized LS scheme, with their X-Z cross-sectional images and Z-profiles illustrated in Fig. 13 .
The results clearly indicate that the multiple NN channel data can be synergistically employed to improve the localization and quantitation accuracy of the target as well as the depth resolution of the reconstructed image. Additionally, Figure 14 presents an additional WSMF illumination paradigm for the overlapping source-detector measurement 
C. REALIZATION OF WSMF PARADIGMS
Although the WSMF measurement paradigms undoubtedly improve the sensitivity by restricting the channel crosstalks from only two neighboring active channels, it is achieved at the cost of lower temporal resolution, as shown Fig. 15(a) . In this original scheme of the WSMF paradigm for the overlapping source-detector array, namely Scheme A, Only one stimulation cycle is needed and the measurement at a sampling point contains a complete set of the successive integrations for the n fields at 3 wavelengths. The scheme works at a low temporal resolution of 3×8×T int . A solution to this issue is to distribute the measurement for a complete set of the multiple fields and multiple wavelengths over repetitive stimulation cycles, as illustrated in Fig. 15(b)-(d) , namely Scheme B-D. Scheme B requires 3 repetitive stimulation cycles and the measurement at a sampling point is performed for the n fields at a single wavelength per cycle. An improved temporal resolution of 8×T int is achieved. Scheme C employs n repetitive stimulation cycles and the measurement at a sampling point is conducted at the three wavelengths for a single field per cycle, reducing the temporal resolution to 3×T int . In Scheme D, the temporal resolution decreases to T int by performing the measurement at a sampling point for a single field at a single wavelength per cycle. This scheme maximally employs 3 × 8 repetitive stimulation cycles. Table 1 lists the specifications of the above schemes. The ultimate time resolutions are calculated to be 1200 ms, 400 ms, 150 ms and 50 ms for Scheme A-D, respectively, based on the experimentally viable time integration of T int = 50 ms.
It is worth pointing out that, for all the schemes, the temporal resolution can be reduced to one over n by increasing the simulation cycles n times.
VII. CONCLUSION
A high-density CW fNIRS system is proposed for brain functional DOT with a configuration of 3 wavelengths and 240 channels (20 sources and 12 detectors). The system potentially achieves multi-channel parallel measurement based on the lock-in photon-counting detection of squarewave modulation mode, enabling high sensitivity, large dynamic range and temporal resolution. The comprehensive assessments of the system have been experimentally conducted on a solid-liquid phantom and show its excellent performances in the detection linearity, source stability and channel cross-talks. Furthermore, the WSMF measurement paradigms have been implemented for the non-overlapping and overlapping source-detector array configurations with varying sensitivity and temporal resolution. The image reconstructions using the semi-3D DOT algorithm with different T int and C a have validated the ability of the methodology to accurately locate activation region with a promising sensitivity (C a = 1.1) and a reasonably temporal resolution (T int = 50 ms). In particular, a brilliant reconstruction quality with the high contrast and limited artifacts has enforced the overall evaluation of the system using the WSMF illumination paradigms for the overlapping configuration. It is no doubt that the WSMF paradigms effectively reduce the crosstalks in the counting channels, and different realizations of measurement paradigm schemes go closer to clinical neuroimaging.
In general, the developed CW fNIRS-DOT instrument can reliably quantify cerebral cortex activation level, and also be used as a highly-sensitive and dynamic acquisition system for tissue heterogeneity detection and oxygen metabolism in breast cancer, as well as in pharmacokinetic imaging for specificity enhancement. With the aid of a suitable DOT algorithm it possibly opens a new route for the biomedical optical imaging in macro-scale. 
